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The use of cryptocurrency has been growing. In 2021 alone, more than 10% of 
Americans traded cryptocurrency. Yet, many crypto users aren’t aware of the tax 
rules and regulations that govern cryptocurrency transactions.

While digital currency is a relatively new concept and many laws have yet to 
catch up, American crypto traders are required to pay taxes on cryptocurrency 
transactions.

This document explains how and when cryptocurrencies are taxed, as well as 
how to report transactions to the IRS.

What is Cryptocurrency?
Cryptocurrency is a digital currency that can be exchanged for goods, services, or other currencies. 
Transactions are recorded on a blockchain, which is essentially a decentralized digital ledger that 
records completed transactions.

Cryptocurrency is not regulated by any government or financial institution and is instead powered by a 
decentralized network of users. This unique characteristic has made it popular among those who want 
to make financial transactions instantly, from anywhere in the world, with minimal transaction fees. 
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When Are Cryptocurrencies Taxed?
There are two general situations that are taxable: you may profit from changes in the value of the 
cryptocurrency you bought and sold, or you may receive cryptocurrency as payment for products or 
services you sold. More specifically, the following types of transactions are taxable:

1. Trading cryptocurrency for fiat currency such as the U.S. Dollar or Euro,
2. Exchanging cryptocurrency for another digital currency, like trading Bitcoin for Ethereum,
3. Purchasing a tangible item with cryptocurrency, and
4. Earning cryptocurrency, which includes mining crypto.

Merely purchasing and holding cryptocurrency, like an investment, is not taxable. But when you sell 
or exchange the crypto, the profit from its change in value is taxable.

In general, the IRS taxes cryptocurrency the same way it taxes stocks and bonds: based on short 
and long-term capital gains. If you own crypto for less than a year and sell or exchange it for a gain, 
you will need to pay short-term capital gains tax on the profit. If you sell or exchange crypto you’ve 
owned for more than a year, you will have to pay long-term capital gains tax on the profit.

While most cryptocurrency transactions are subject to capital gains taxes, there are circumstances 
where crypto users might be subject to income tax. If you are paid in cryptocurrency in exchange for 
services, including crypto mining, the payment is taxable as income.

Finally, if your business receives payment for goods or services, the transaction and recognition of 
revenue is treated the same way as if paid in cash.
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Cryptocurrency Deductions
Much like stock holdings, crypto investors can deduct their losses from their taxable income. If you 
sold or exchanged your cryptocurrency for less than you purchased it, you can deduct that loss as 
a tax write-off. The IRS allows taxpayers to deduct up to $3,000 in net capital losses per year. If you 
have more than $3,000 in net capital losses, you can carry the excess over to subsequent years.

Also, the IRS recognizes charitable donations made with crypto, providing crypto users with another 
possible tax deduction. If you donate cryptocurrency to a 501(c)(3) organization, you can claim a 
charitable deduction on your taxes.

Likewise, you can give or receive cryptocurrency as a gift. With the annual gift exclusion, you can 
give or receive up to $16,000 in 2022 per recipient annually without having to pay taxes on the 
transaction.

How to Report Cryptocurrency Transactions
Taxpayers are required to report crypto transactions on their tax returns and pay taxes on any gain 
or loss realized from its sale or exchange. The cost basis for the transaction depends on how you 
acquired the currency.

• If you acquired the crypto as a result of mining, your basis is the fair market value of the 
cryptocurrency at the time you received it.

• If you purchased crypto with fiat currency, like the U.S. dollar, your basis is the fair market value 
of the cryptocurrency at the time of purchase.

• If you received crypto as a gift, your basis is the lessor of the donor’s basis or fair market value of 
the cryptocurrency on the date of receipt.

To report cryptocurrency transactions, you will need to file Schedule D with Form 8949. Some trade 
exchanges may provide you with a Form 1099-B, which will detail any cryptocurrency gains or 
losses over the previous tax year. If you do not receive one of these forms, however, it will be your 
responsibility to create a spreadsheet outlining your cryptocurrency transactions.
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Taxation of Cryptocurrency and the New 
Infrastructure Deal
The $1.2 trillion Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act calls for mandatory annual tax reporting from 
cryptocurrency brokers, such as Coinbase, beginning in January 2023. The new format will require 
crypto brokers to record transactions for both customers and the IRS similar to the way financial 
institutions need to report securities transactions.

Ensure You Are Reporting Your Crypto 
Transactions to the IRS
If you sold, earned or received cryptocurrency, it’s important to ensure you’re reporting the 
transactions to the IRS to avoid potential tax penalties and fines.
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Final Thoughts

 This document is meant to provide an overview of 

cryptocurrency taxation and is not a substitute for speaking 

with one of our expert advisors. If you have questions or 

would like to discuss cryptocurrency taxation, please contact 

our office for more information.
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About WebsterRogers LLP
WebsterRogers LLP is a leading South Carolina-based accounting and consulting firm that provides a 
broad spectrum of assurance, tax and advisory services to our clients.

Founded in 1984 on the principles of quality, integrity and dedication to client service, our success is 
directly related to our strong commitment to both our people and our clients.  WebsterRogers offers the 
degree of personal attention, responsiveness and accessibility our clients expect and deserve—coupled 
with national resources that can satisfy their needs.

Over the past 31 years, the Firm has grown from one small office in Florence to nine full-service offices 
throughout the state of South Carolina serving a diverse client base.  WebsterRogers is currently the 
second largest public accounting and consulting firm domiciled in the state of South Carolina and one of 
the 175 largest in the United States.

When you work with WebsterRogers, you gain the resources of a national accounting and consulting firm 
while receiving the personal attention and dedication you would expect from a local firm.

That’s the power of commitment.  That’s the power of WebsterRogers.

WebsterRogers LLP
1411 Second Loop Road
Florence, SC 29505

(843) 665-5900

info@websterrogers.com

www.websterrogers.com


